DRESS CODE POLICIES
The purpose of the Glasgow Middle dress code is to ensure a safe and orderly environment that is conducive to
learning for all students. Students are to be dressed in a modest and appropriate fashion at school and at all
school functions.





















Navy blue 3 button collared shirt with NO logo
 Undershirts must be white or black t-shirts
 Shirts must not be too tight and long enough to tuck in and must remain tucked in at all times
 Spirit shirts may be worn in place of uniform shirts Monday – Friday ($11). Spirit Shirts must remain
tucked in at all times.
 Current Club Shirts may be worn Monday - Friday.
Medium khaki pants, shorts, skirts (NO jeans, jumpers, biking shorts, tight fitting/stretch/skinny
pants, sweat pants, wind suits, large pocket/cargo pants, flair pants, overalls, cutoffs, or camouflage
at any time)
 No shorter than 3” above the knee
 Plain, Solid Colored Belt (NO DESIGNS/DECORATIONS--NO rivets, jewels/stones, embroidery, metal
and NO written messages).
 Belt buckles are to be no more than 2 inches by 2 inches.
 Pants must be worn at natural waist line at ALL times. NO holes or frayed pants are allowed.
Glasgow Official Sweatshirt: One (1) issued to each student after school fee is paid. Replacement sweat
shirts can be purchased in the front office for $16 or Glasgow Jacket (sold at school for $25) may be
worn. GMS jacket hoods must remain off in building or jacket will be taken. All other outerwear is prohibited
in the building. Sweatshirts must not have writing.
Students may wear SOLID navy blue sweatshirts.
Lace up tennis shoes only (closed toes and closed backs)
 Solid white or black socks ONLY, with NO logos or designs, one visible pair only
 Socks cannot come above the calf
 Female students can wear navy, black, or white tights ONLY
 Slip on shoes, boot like tennis shoes, and boat shoes are not permitted
 NO BOOTS of any kind
No hats/caps, bandanas, hoods, scarves, neck ties, hair picks, hairnets, curlers, fake band-aids, fake glasses,
visors, or sunglasses can be worn on bus or school property without special permission.
Females are permitted to wear one pair of stud earrings ONLY in their ears. There will be no ear apparel for
male students including straws and toothpicks.
Watches are only acceptable wrist wear for ALL STUDENTS; they may only wear one watch.
Necklaces and rings are not acceptable.
Purses, no larger than “student planner” are acceptable in classrooms. Backpack purses and drawstring
athletic bags are not allowed in classrooms.
All athletic bags must be dropped off with their coach/sponsor after breakfast and before reporting to
homeroom.
Only clear or mesh backpacks are allowed on campus.
Profane/Obscene language, mature themes, cults, whether direct or inferred, pictures of guns or other
weapons, on t-shirts or other clothing is prohibited at all school functions. Reference to drugs, alcohol, or
tobacco products on clothing is prohibited.
Hair must be natural (born) hair color with no lines and/or designs or large/long parts shaved into it.
Facial hair is not allowed. Parents will be called to pick up students that have colored hair or lines shaved
into hair. Students will remain in TOR until a parent arrives.

